2004 pontiac grand prix tail light replacement

Rosen Nissan helped make these videos. This video demonstrates how to change a burnt out
taillight bulb on your Pontiac Grand Prix. Some of the other bulbs in the tail light cluster such as
the brake light or turn signal may also function as the tail light in your Grand Prix. It is possible
for the turn signal or brake light to work but the tailight part to be burnt out - replacing the bulb
on your Grand Prix will restore functionality to both. Since the tailights are on whenever your
parking lights or headlights are on, they will burn out eventually. Burn out tail lights are a
common reason for a police officer to pull you over, so we recommend changing all of the tail
lights on your Grand Prix whenever one is burnt out. When changing the tailight bulb on your
Grand Prix, be careful not to touch the glass part of the new bulb as this will cause the tailight
bulb to burn out quicker. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to
fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority
of cars on the road. On many cars, the high beam bulb runs at reduced power during the day check 'em and change 'em! Cars burn, leak and otherwise dispense of their oil. Check your level
frequently and top up when necessary. A check engine light can be cleared with a simple fix or
it could be a major problem - find out now! Car companies often use the same engines in
different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace
brights. Checking coolant hoses. Coolant hoses wear out over time and need to be replaced check 'em early and often. Oil level check. Do not ignore this! See all videos for the Pontiac
Grand Prix. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything Reina
helped make these videos. This video demonstrates how to change a burnt out taillight bulb on
your Pontiac Grand Prix. Some of the other bulbs in the tail light cluster such as the brake light
or turn signal may also function as the tail light in your Grand Prix. It is possible for the turn
signal or brake light to work but the tailight part to be burnt out - replacing the bulb on your
Grand Prix will restore functionality to both. Since the tailights are on whenever your parking
lights or headlights are on, they will burn out eventually. Burn out tail lights are a common
reason for a police officer to pull you over, so we recommend changing all of the tail lights on
your Grand Prix whenever one is burnt out. When changing the tailight bulb on your Grand Prix,
be careful not to touch the glass part of the new bulb as this will cause the tailight bulb to burn
out quicker. Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on
the road. Transmissions that leak fluid usually have never been flushed and the seal is finally
leaking. The right stop leak product can cure a lot. Car companies often use the same engines
in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two different names
amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the most applicable
video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed may not look
exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how to do it.
Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. Replace
your car battery. Did you know that heat is worse for your battery than cold? Replace it every 4
years. Change your cabin air filter! Dirty cabin air filter cause undue wear on your car's heater
and AC and can cause bad odors. How to seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor
transmission fluid leaks can often be fixed with the right sealant - see how to do this. Dealing
with minor transmission fluid leaks. See all videos for the Pontiac Grand Prix. We have a
massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything The first step to replacing the
bulbs in the rear light assembly is to pop open the trunk and locate the black plastic thumb
screws in the corners of the trunk. You may have to remove the top bungee hook of your trunk's
cargo net, if so equipped. Remove the two visible black plastic thumb screws by turning them
counter-clockwise until they come loose. Then gently pull the trunk's grey carpeting away from
the rear of the trunk to reveal the third black plastic thumb screw located near the bottom of the
trunk closest to the center. Be sure to hold the tail light housing with one hand while
unscrewing the third thumb screw as it may fall away causing damage to your car's paint or the
assembly itself. With all three black plastic thumb screws removed, gently pry and wiggle the
rear tail light housing until it is free from the rear of the car. Then pull the socket straight out
from the housing. To remove the light bulbs from the sockets, just pull and wiggle them straight
out of the socket. This should only require minimal effort. If you plan on keeping your Grand
Prix for a long time, I'd suggest replacing any burnt out light bulbs with the "Long Life" or "LL"
light bulbs. To complete the Pontiac Grand Prix tail light bulb replacement procedure, just

reverse the steps. Push the new light bulb securely into the socket, insert the socket into the tail
light assembly and turn it a quarter turn clockwise until the plastic tab locks into place. For the
reverse bulb, you only have to insert the socket into the assembly and turn it a quarter turn
clockwise. Then line up the three threaded screws on the tail light assembly with the holes on
the rear of the car and gently insert them. Secure the tail light housing with the third thumb
screw that you removed by turning it clockwise until finger tight and cover it with the trunk's
carpeting. Finally, screw in the other two thumb screws with the cargo net latching point in the
correct place and re-secure the trunk's cargo net bungee loop. To test the lights, turn on the
lights at the driver's console and have someone step on the brake and put the transmission in
reverse. If you found this guide to be helpful, please consider making a small donation by
clicking on the PayPal. Thank you! Note: I am not a registered charity. Donations are not tax
deductible. Paul's Travel Pictures is a participant in the Amazon Services LLC Associates
Program, an affiliate advertising program designed to provide a means for sites to earn
advertising fees by advertising and linking to Amazon. Find the Pontiac Grand Prix headlight
bulb size you need for your low beam or high beam and save time. Also, find your other car light
bulb sizes including your fog light, reverse light, turn signal, brake light and more. The Modified
Life staff has taken all its Pontiac Grand Prix headlight bulb replacement guide, Pontiac Grand
Prix light bulb size guides, Pontiac Grand Prix light bulb replacement guides and cataloged
them online for use by our visitors for free. Our Pontiac Grand Prix light bulb guides allow you
to easily replace light bulbs, replace headlight bulb, change a broken lightbulb, install a hid
headlight conversion or install led light bulbs instead of spending countless hours trying to
figure out which light bulb sizes in your Pontiac Grand Prix. Feel free to use any replacement
light bulb sizes that are listed on Modified Life but keep in mind that all information here is
provided as is without any warranty of any kind. Use of the replacement bulb size information is
at your own risk. Always verify all light bulb sizes, bulb voltage usage and bulb wattage before
applying any information found here to your Pontiac Grand Prix. If you would like to help the
Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new light bulb size
information to our resource, please feel free to contact us or post it at the bottom of this page.
Your email address will not be published. Skip to content. Adding More Information If you would
like to help the Modified Life community by adding any missing information or adding a new
light bulb size information to our resource, please feel free to contact us or post it at the bottom
of this page. Leave a Comment Cancel Reply Your email address will not be published. Follow
Us. Copyright by ModifiedLife. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: Accessory
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Vehicle. Brock Tail Light Assembly - Left. Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground
Shipping. Brock Tail Light Assembly - Right. Product List Price:. Position: Left - Driver Side.
Quality: Value Line - High quality automotive part with the highest cost savings. Position: Right
- Passenger Side. Quality: Capa Certified - Ensures the part fits, performs, and lasts the same as
the original. Dorman Tail Light Assembly - Right. Features: Designed to look and function like
the original part Original manufacturer quality Rigid plastic protects against weather and road
conditions Built to match the exact original dimensions for proper fit. Action Crash GMV. Fast
delivery, excellent quality, low price! I will definitely use this site again. May 10th, Posted by
Calvin T. Catalog: K. Vehicle Pontiac Grand Prix. Catalog: Q. Catalog: B. Catalog: D. Vehicle
Notes Pontiac Grand Prix. But like all things, these components still succumb to the everyday
wear and tear and cause different problems like malfunctioning tail lights or water-filled
assemblies. If you see that your tail lights aren't functioning well and aren't in top condition
anymore, give them a quick check-up and see whether they need to undergo some
troubleshooting. Here are some common tail light assembly problems you will encounter as
your Grand Prix continues to drive thousands of miles. If you're experiencing malfunctioning
tail lights, don't worry. This is perhaps the most usual problem any tail light assembly has. A
burned-out bulb is usually the culprit for an unlit tail light, but this is the case if only a single
assembly stops beaming bright red. Should this be the scenario, removal of the bulb is needed
to have one of its filaments checked for any signs of breakage, which calls for a replacement.
However, if multiple tail lights stop working, the fuse should be inspected. And if for some
unfortunate reason that the fuse isn't causing the light malfunction, pass the blame to the
damaged or loose wiring near the tail light assemblies and under the car. Rain water inside tail
light assemblies is normal especially if you live in a humid area that experiences frequent heavy
rains. Condensation, however, shouldn't be left unfixed as trapped water can cause the sockets
and wires to get faulty. Should you experience this on your Pontiac Grand Prix, remove and dry
the assemblies, and then use a silicon sealant or glue to cover up any open areas where water
can enter. This troubleshooting should keep your tail light assembly dry inside. A slight mistake
in maneuvering while parking can cost you a cracked tail light assembly. Huge cracks normally
require replacement, but small-sized chips can still be salvaged using a tail light repair kit that
can be purchased from any car store. With this kit, you can create a mixture that needs to be
applied on the damaged area and make your assembly look just fine. Rear-end collisions can
cause the tail lights to fail but the damage can sometimes be resolved just by repairing it or
replacing its subcomponents like the headlight bulb. Damage can be repairable or irreparable,
which is where you may want to consider replacing the assembly. Just key in the year, make,
and model, in the filter tab to narrow down the list according to your vehicle year model. If you
want quality parts from reputable OE replacement part manufacturers, Pontiac Grand Prix tail

light replacements on The tail light assemblies on your Pontiac Grand Prix keep you safe while
driving at night. But time will come that these bright red beams won't be as vibrant as they are
before. Worse, they will cease to stop lighting. To ensure that your tail light assemblies
continue functioning well while maintaining its top form, follow these simple tips:. It can be
caused by 1 burned-out bulbs, 2 blown fuse, or 3 loose or corroded wiring. Check the bulbs for
broken filaments; if they have all burned out, replace the bulbs. If the bulbs are in good
condition, locate the fuse box in the Pontiac Grand Prix in order to access the tail light fuse.
Check if the thin metal strip inside the fuse is broken; if it is, then it's the fuse that caused the
tail light bulbs to fail. To restore the functions of these lights, replace the damaged fuse. If the
fuse isn't blown, check the wiring and the connections for corrosion and other signs of damage.
Yes, the driver can be pulled over and issued a 'fix-it' ticket, which contains the amount of time
given for the driver to fix the damaged light. A much larger fine will be required to those who fail
to fix the light within the length of time set by the cops. It's safer and easier to just replace the
tail light bulb as soon as possible. What are the tools needed in replacing a Pontiac Grand Prix
tail light bulb? We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version. Retrieve quote. Track
order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief Efforts. Select your
vehicle. Pontiac Grand Prix Tail Light. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Tail Light part.
Quantity Sold. Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Sort by:. Part Number: P Vehicle Info Required to
Guarantee Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Page 1 of 1 Showing 1 - 7 of 7 results. Feb 17, Rayanna
12 volt guy wiring diagram
brushless dc motor wiring diagram
2009 dodge caliber sxt owners manual
Anaya. Purchased on Feb 03, Feb 09, Calvin Curtis. Purchased on Feb 01, Very impressed with
my order. Show More. What can be the reason for this? One of the Pontiac Grand Prix tail light
bulbs suddenly stopped working while on a road trip. Will the driver be pulled over and ticketed
by the cops? Unlit tail lights If you're experiencing malfunctioning tail lights, don't worry. Rain
water or condensation Rain water inside tail light assemblies is normal especially if you live in a
humid area that experiences frequent heavy rains. Cracked lenses A slight mistake in
maneuvering while parking can cost you a cracked tail light assembly. Frequently Asked
Questions. All of the Pontiac Grand Prix tail light bulbs failed at once. Helpful Automotive
Resources. The job can be even more costly if you have a high-end luxury or performance car.
Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of Use. Privacy
Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

